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Robust estimation in interlaboratory measurements  
with small number of measurements  
 

Abstract 

 

In this paper two robust methods of assessing the value and the uncertainty 
of the measurand from the samples of small number of experimental data 

are presented and compared. Those methods can be used when some 

measurements results contain outliers, i.e. when the values of certain 
measurement results significantly differ from the others. They allow to set 

a credible statistical parameters of the measurements with the use of all 

experimental data. The following considerations are illustrated by the 
numerical examples of multi-laboratory measurement data key 

comparison. Compared are the results obtained by a classical method with 

rejection of outliers with two robust methods: a rescaled median absolute 
deviation MADS and an iterative two-criteria method. The paper also 

presents the advantages of the robust iterative statistical method in 

estimating the accuracy of the tested laboratory measurement results 
during its accreditation on the sample of four elements with outlier.  

A comparison with the estimates obtained by the standard procedure for 

evaluating performance accuracy is also provided. 
  

Keywords: interlaboratory comparisons, proficiency testing of laboratory 

outliers, robust statistics, precision, uncertainty of measurements. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

In many experimental studies in various fields, including the 

technical and scientific research, the measurement samples can 

contain few number of elements only. This occurs because of the 

high costs of measurements, the use of destructive methods, the 

poor availability of objects for testing, or the inability of multiple 

tests due to long or limited time of their execution. For small 

samples the measurement result and its uncertainty uA evaluated 

by the GUM recommendations [1], significantly depend on the 

outliers and therefore the obtained values sometimes may be even 

unreliable or unrealistic. Removing one observation only from a 

small sample significantly reduces the credibility of the evaluation 

results. For a sample of 4 elements the relative standard deviation 

of uncertainty uA is as high as 42%, and for n=3 it will increase 

even up to 52% (GUM, Table E.1 in Appendix E.1). The removal 

of only one observation from a such small sample increases the 

relative uncertainty of the standard deviation s(uA)/uA 

approximately on 24%. So the general tendency is to use the 

robust statistical methods applying all data obtained 

experimentally, including outliers. 

To estimate the value and uncertainty of the measurement result 

for samples with a small number of elements and containing 

outliers the robust statistical methods are specially developed and 

to be used from the 70's of the twentieth century. These methods 

are highly resistant to the influence of outliers and such data 

considered before as to be "bad" can be successfully used now. 

Literature on these methods is quite rich. An overview of the basic 

items are in the bibliography [3] - [7], [11]. These methods 

provide less than conventional methods the impact of too high 

errors caused by different usually unrecognized sources. The term 

robust means resistance immunity to irregularities and 

inhomogeneities of the sample data. 

In the robust statistics the outlier data are not removed, but are 

used different ways to modify their values, or their participation in 

procedures to estimate the statistical parameters of the sample A 

number of robust statistical methods, (among others) are 

programmed in MatLab and should be included in the main 

international metrological recommendations such as GUM. 

Various data processing tasks appear constantly in the new 

applications of robust statistical methods including calibration of 

multi-parameter measurements, such as in chemometrics [7] - [9]. 

One of the areas where robust methods could also be usefully 

applied are comparison of measurement results from a small 

number of laboratories. Currently the classical statistics is used 

there. Results obtained by the median absolute deviation MADs 

method and by two criteria iterative method (IRLS) in few 

numerical examples of verify or validate tested measurement 

method by the key comparisons and also for proficiency testing of 

acredited laboratory are discussed and compared below. 

 

2. Method of rescaled median deviation 
 

In the simplest robust method for a sample of n elements used is 

the Median Absolute Deviation  

 

 nin Mx medMAD             (1) 

 

where: ix - i-th element of the sample,  in xM med - the median. 

In this simple procedure proposed by Randa (2000) operations 

are as follows: 

-  for all n data xi ordered by values determined is the median med 

and considered to be the estimate of the measurement result 

value, 

- the deviations of the sample data sets from this median the 

median absolute deviation MAD is calculated, 

- standard uncertainty s(x) of the measurand is considered the 

rescaled median deviation MADS  

 

s(x)  MADs =  (n) MAD              (2) 

 

For a normal distribution the value of =1,483 is the 

asymptotic limit of the ratio of s(x)/MAD when n, i.e. for the 

general population. Use of  for samples with a finite number n 

of measurements gives too low the assessment of uncertainty, as 

s(x∞) < s(xn). Then for the more accurate estimation coefficient 

(n) dependent on the number of elements n in the sample has to 

be applied. Randa of NIST find values of the coefficient (n) [10] 

given in Table 1. 

This robust method is very simple and is not sensitive to the 

absolute value of the maximal deviations of sample outliers from 

the sample data distribution center. This value can be varied in the 

interval μ ± 2σ (or even μ ± 3σ), and still the value s(x) calculated 

from (2) be always the same. It does not cover the large absolute 

deviations of data from the center of their distribution that may 

occur and gives the results associated only with the range close to 

this center. The value of s(x) is also different from the standard 

deviation calculated from the actual results obtained by the 

laboratory. More reliable statistical parameters can be obtained 

with the use of an iterative robust method described below. 

 
Tab. 1. Coefficient (n) for samples of n random elements 

 

n  (n) n  (n) n  (n) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

1.773 

2.206 

2.019 

1.800 

1.764 

1.686 

1.671 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

1.633 

1.626 

1.602 

1.596 

1.581 

1.577 

1.566 

20 

25 

50 

100 

1000 

2000 

 

1.544 

1.530 

1.507 

1.494 

1.484 

1.483 

1.483 
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3. The robust iterative method 
 

In this method of robust statistics used is downloading of the 

outlier data to positions closer to the center of the distribution. 

This operation is called winsorisation after the name of 

mathematician Winsor. The simplest method of winsorisation is 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Simply winsoryzation of outliers ri →riw 

 

Samples with the outlier data should not be simulated by  

a model of single normal distribution and the least squares method 

(LSM) is not useful, as shares of single data increases with the 

square of its distance from the center of concentration. More 

resistant to large deviations is the criterion of minimum modules 

(LMM) given by Laplace. So, in robust methods many ways of 

both criteria "symbiosis" are used. It is assumed that only the 

central part of the PDF (Probability Density Function) of sample 

data distribution, i.e. for small deviations from the estimate of 

measurand value, does not differ from the normal distribution. 

Only for them the least-squares criterion LSM can be used. 

Beyond the limits of this range the criterion of minimum module 

LMM is used to reduce the impact of outliers - Figure 2.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2.  Relative sensitivity function 













-ix  in double criteria method 

 

After Tukay [3] and Huber [10] works it is possible to apply 

now for data processing the iterative robust method under 

acronym IRLS (iteratively reweighted least squares), in which the 

following functional is used for the sensitivity 

 

 


n

i
ix

1

)(               (3) 

 

where: (xi) - function depended on the selected parameter c. 

For observations of the deviation values of ||<c (where  is 

the standard deviation, c - factor) a square function is used and for 

larger deviations the modules ||=|xi  | are minimized. So the 

function () is "more mild" for data outliers with values ||>c 

from the center of the sample distribution. Constant c determines 

the degree of "robustness". The value of the constant c depends on 

the degree of "contamination" of the sample distribution. Thus, for 

the "contamination" of 1%, c=2, and for the 5%, c=1.4. 

Commonly select is c=1.5. Experimental data are modified in 

accordance with the selected criterion as follows 
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where }{ˆ
i
xmed from data xi ranked in ascending order. 

"Treatment" of the data, indicated in formula 4, is one of the 

ways of winsorisation. As resistant to outliers the estimate of the 

sample data grouping center ̂  the median  ixmed shall be 

preliminary adopted. 

Huber [11] finds that the best assessment of the distribution 

center is the midrange between the lower first (p=1/4) and the 

higher third (p=3/4) of the sample quartiles (inter-quartile 

midrange) - Fig 3. 
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Fig. 3.  Definition of inter-quartile mid-range (a, b): a= μ - 0.6745σ,b= μ + 0.6745σ 

 

It is evident that length of the distribution segment between the 

quartiles is given by the PDF distribution adopted for the sample. 

The area under the distribution curve for this range is 50%. 

Introduced is the median absolute deviation MAD, which is an 

estimate of the range of the transition from the full to the truncated 

distribution 

 nin MxmedMAD            (5) 

 

where:  in xmedM  , n - number of sample elements. 

To establish the relationship between the parameters of the "cut 

off" PDF distribution and intended for the whole population it is 

need to recalculate the standard deviation   using a correction 

factor, which is determined from the probability density 

distribution  
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For "not cut" PDF d =1, and for the "cut-off" in quartiles  
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where: Ф(z) - normalized cumulative function (CPDF) of the 

normal distribution. 

With the normal distribution table 

 

483148261
67450

1
..

,
d              (8)

 
 

This is a change of scale for the transition from normal distribution 

to the truncated distribution, and it is: 1.483. Evaluation of the 

standard deviation s*of the sample of n observations, determined on 

the basis of the standardized distance between quartiles is equal to 

 

n
* MAD,s  4831                  (9) 
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It differs from the standard deviation of the sample 
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Huber [11] showed that s* is unbiased assessment of the standard 

deviation   of the population and is more stable, even if the 

sample contains up to 50% of outliers. For the stability of 

statistical parameters when such data exist the median med of the 

original data set should be determined to find the selected function 

ρ. This value is taken as an assessment of group data center which 

is more resistant to outliers than the mean value s. Then, from (9) 

s* is calculated, and after the selection of c = 1.5 obtained are 

borders  = cs* of the transition of use the least squares method 

to use the least module method. Using the conditions (4), the 

original sample is replaced by modified data 
*
ix  series of the 

mean value 




n
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1
              (11) 

 

After substitution 
*

ix and *x , from (9) determined is the standard 

deviation s(x*). The calculated value is used to calculate the "new" 

stable standard deviation 

)(134,1 ** xss                 (12) 

 

Factor 1.134 is used when c = 1.5. The resulting value s* is used to 

calculate a new distance j to boundaries of inter-quartile interval 

and again data coming off as outliers are pulled on them, and the 

procedure as above is continued. Convergence of the algorithm is 

determined by comparing the calculated values *

jx and *

1jx of the 

current and the previous iteration step. The procedure is repeated 

until changes of *

jx  and *

js between successive steps will be 

minimal. 

Robust iterative double -criteria method has no defects of the 

median method. It allows in the calculation of the standard 

deviation of the sample also to include the outliers, i.e., data of the 

maximum absolute deviation, bringing them to the borders of the 

inter-quartile diapason of normal probability distribution of the 

data. An example of use this procedure in the inter-comparison 

measurements are presented in Section 4.3. 

 

4. An example of the robust methods  
application in the inter-laboratory 
comparisons 

 

Let us briefly introduce the essence of inter-laboratory 

comparisons. Testing or validation [2], the method of 

measurement is made by the joint experiment, in which selected 

laboratories with the appropriate scientific expertise are 

participated. Distributions of correct results of laboratory tests 

should be assumed to asymptotically approach a normal 

distribution, but it often is not the case and it is in such 

comparisons that reveal outliers. Initially, it is assumed that the 

measurements are performed by all laboratories have the same 

repeatability. However, in practice, it happens that the 

repeatability of the results in some of them is for objective reasons 

worse than others. When using classical statistical tests, outliers 

were separated and other data results are used to determine the 

variance as the evaluation of the reproducibility. Often some of 

these results are close to the boundary separating outliers and 

quasi-outliers for non-symmetric samples. Disregarding all of the 

results have a significant impact on the reliability of the estimated 

variance. To avoid this, preferred is to use the robust statistical 

methods. 

Inter-comparison assurance (key comparisons) rely on the 

determination of the accuracy (trueness) of the tested method [2] 

and also the repeatability estimated by the average dispersion of 

the results obtained in the laboratory. This is an objective 

assessment of the actual technical and organizational capabilities 

of the particular laboratory. According to [2], yet for the 

evaluation of indicators of laboratory precision - repeatability and 

reproducibility, the outliers are removed from the observation 

results using the Grubbs test. Removing the "worst" of the data 

obtained by some laboratories idealizes the actual test conditions 

and decreases the uncertainty of common result. Disregarding 

outliers reduces the credibility of the results of the statistical 

accuracy of the ratings, i.e., repeatability and reproducibility for 

measurements made by tested methods in the inter-laboratory 

comparisons. This is particularly important when expensive tests 

and destructive trials are used and the number of test objects and 

data in each of the laboratory samples is limited. 

In the first example, the measurement results obtained in the 

laboratories will be compared by the two robust methods and their 

uncertainty is calculated. Measurement data of this example is 

taken from [2]. 

Nine laboratories conducted a joint experiment involving 

comparative measurements of a test method to assess its accuracy. 

It was assumed initially that the credibility of all laboratory 

measurements are the same. From measurements made by tested 

method in n = 9 laboratories received is their mean values xi in 

ascending order 

 

17.570,  19.500,  20.100,  20.155,  20.300,  20.705,  20.940,  

21.185,   24.140. 

 

Two underlined results x1 and x9 are the significant outliers. 

 

4.1. Calculation by classical method 
 

For the all 9 initial data xi the mean value .and the sample 

standard deviation s0=1.727. In the traditional model (cross-

contamination) it is assumed that only valid observations are 

derived from a normal distribution. A consequence of that is to use 

the proper test, e.g. Grubbs test to find the outliers 

 

sxxG nn /)(max         (16) 

 

After rejection two outliers x1(0)=17.570 and x9(0)=24.140, from 

the remaining data obtained is the average value 4120.x  as the 

result common to the whole experiment and much lower than 

previous standard deviation s = 0.50 both calculated from 

measurements in 7 laboratories only. These assessments are of the 

relatively low statistical reliability. 

However, if we assume that all 9 observation does not come 

from a single Gaussian distribution, it is reasonable to employ an 

algorithm that when calculating the result does not deletes any of 

the data values obtained in the measurements, but treats them 

differently. Then one can use here two robust methods discussed 

above: rescaled median deviation MADS method and iterative 

double criteria method. 

 

4.2. Calculations using median method 
 

For the analyzed data next values shall be determined in order: 

- the median med=20.3; 

- series of the original data differences  

 

2.73  0.80  0.20  0.145  0  0.405  0.640  0.889  3.84 

 

- and their median absolute deviation  

 

MAD = 0.64. 
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Then from the value of the estimate of standard deviation using 

coefficient (n) given by Randa [10] for sample of 9 elements are 

found 

s (x9)   (9)MAD = 1.6330.64 = 1.045. 

 

This method is very simple and is not sensitive to the maximum 

deviations of the sample elements from the center of its 

distribution. Extreme deviation x4 can vary in the range to (μ ± 2σ) 

or even (μ ± 3σ), and despite the calculated value of s will still be 

the same as the value of median med of the original sample, it 

does not depends on outliers x1, x9. 

 

4.3. Calculations by double criteria iterative 
method 

 

After arranging the elements of the sample according to their 

values x1, x2,…xn, the center of grouping data is determined as 

 

n,ixmedx i
* ...1,},{              (13) 

 

and from (9) - the standard deviation s*=1.483MADn. 

Then for c=1.5 it is =1.5s* and boundaries of the range x*, to 

which the original data xi can be determined. Data protruding 

beyond this range are pulled on this boundaries and whole 

procedure is repeated. In any step (j) of an iterative procedure, 

after the modified value from the step (j-1) according to the 

conditions (4), is in turn found a new mean value and standard 

deviation of the sample 
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Series of two consecutive values are converged. The procedure is 

stopped after j=m steps, where the difference of the standard 

deviations s(m)s(m-1) for the two successive steps has become 

acceptably small.  

Results of calculations of few first steps of the example 

described in [12] may better illustrate this robust method. The 

initial (for raw data xixi(0)) the estimate of the position of the 

center of sample data grouping is median 

 

30020)( (0)5(0)0 .xxmedx **
i

*   

 

As in Chapter 4.2 we calculated series of differences |xx| **
i 0(0)  , 

found their median MADs = 0.640, and from (9) the estimate of 

standard deviation 949,0640,0483,1*

0 s  is obtained. And also 

the distance 424151 01 .s, *   which defines the borders 

8761810 .x*  , 7242110 .x*   of the range with least 

squares method LSM - as thresholds for the transition of too high 

deviations as outliers is found. As values 
*x )0(1 ,

*x )0(9  go beyond 

these limits then for them given are above threshold values 

87618(1)1 .x*  , 72421(1)9 .x*  . Other data of the sample are not 

changed. For such revised set of data the average value 

 


9

1
(1)9

1
1 38730

i
i .xx  is the new grouping center with standard 

deviation ..s* 86901   Then, from (12), the next corrected value of 

this deviation 9850869013412 ...s*   is calculated for step 2 and 

new limits of interquartile distance, etc. 

The mean value 411204 .x*  and 412205 .x*  of the fourth and 

fifth step practically do not differ, and assessments of standard 

deviations 02614 .s*   and 03915 .s*   are near each other. The last 

one is taken as the final standard deviation *of robust method. 

 

4.4. Analysis of results 
 

Results obtained by various methods are shown in Table 2 (for 

purposes of comparison) 

 
Tab. 2. Comparison of results obtained by four methods 

 

Method For all data 
Rejected x1, x9 

by Grabbs 

Robust 

MADs 

Robust 

iterative 

 Result 511200 .x   m =20.4 med=20.3  412205 .x*   

Standard 

uncertainty 
72710 .s   5010.s   s(x9)=1.045 0391.s*   

 

In the classical approach the average values 0x , m calculated by 

both methods differ relatively little, as in this numerical example 

outliers x1 and x9 are approximately on the symmetrical distance 

from the data center. Standard uncertainty s0 of common 

experiment determined from the data of all nine laboratories is 

very high. After elimination of two outliers by the Grabbs 

criterion, the uncertainty calculated for seven laboratories is 

almost 3.5 times lower. However, measurements are unreasonably 

idealized here. The reliability of the averaged data for 7 labs is 

also decreasing as the formula   )1(21  nu/us AA  (Appendix 

E.1 GUM [1]) showed that the relative standard deviation of 

uncertainty (uncertainty of uncertainty) will increase from 25% to 

29%. 

For both robust methods nearly similar values of the data 

grouping center are obtained in sections 4.2 and 4.3. Their 

uncertainties differ each other only by 9% and are between these 

two of the classical method. The coincidence of both robust 

methods is therefore practically total. For the iterative method 

achieved is s*=1.039>s. The mean value and standard deviation 

determined by this method is based on the data of all laboratories 

and intuitively seems to be as closer to the data which would be for 

a large number of independent measurements in the reference 

laboratory treated as parameters of general population. 

For confirmation of this thesis and more careful comparison of 

the both robust methods, another simple numerical example is 

considered. Sample of simulated measurement data is collected 

from a population with a normal distribution with mean value m = 

75.238 and a standard deviation  = 13.475. This sample 

contained only four elements with the following values: 75.3  76.0  

76.3  102.1. 

Using the Grabbs criterion the highest value 102.1 can be 

recognized as outlier, although in reality m+2σ = 102.201. 

By MADS median deviation method s(x)=1.0095 is obtained. It is 

far away from the standard deviation   of whole population. 

However, by using the iterative algorithm the value 8821428 ,s*   

has been received much closer to the real  and more reliably 

describing the dispersion of measurement observations. It should 

be noted that this value was reached after only 28 iterations. But 

this is not a big obstacle for modern computer technology. 
 

5. Laboratory proficiency testing 
 

In the proficiency testing of accredited laboratory evaluated is 

the level of professional performance and the reliability of the 

measurements performed in, depending on their accuracy. After 

[1] and [2], the accuracy of measurements is characterized by two 

components: correctness and precision. The first component is the 

difference between result of laboratory measurements and their 
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reference value (systematic error or bias) and depends both on the 

accuracy of measuring instruments used in the laboratory and the 

individual characteristics of the operator as well as the 

organization conducted the experiment. The precision is defined 

by the dispersion of the repeated laboratory results. It 

demonstrates the ability of the laboratory to reproduce and 

maintain the same conditions of the experiment. It is presented as 

a confidence interval dependent on standard deviation (SD) which 

is determined for the results of repeated measurements. Therefore, 

when assessing the accuracy as first should be examined the 

homogeneity of the experimental data. If some of the obtained 

values are significantly different from the others, the conventional 

standard approach is to reject them using appropriate statistical 

criterion [1], [2] and then the remaining data of such 

homogeneous sample are further processed.  

Laboratories for measurement services receive approval of their 

professional level in the periodic or final accreditation process [2]. 

If (for test measurements) there are standards or standard samples, 

the accreditation procedure is performed directly in a controlled 

laboratory. When assessing the properties of substances such 

opportunities often do not exist. Then the so-called comparative 

measurements should be applied in the reference laboratory with 

high professional competence and extensive experience in the type 

of research, gained over a long period of time. Then standard 

samples may be not used, and just it is enough to have a 

homogeneous samples provided to both laboratories, reference and 

controlled one. According to the recommendations given in [2], 

the homogeneity of the sample data, as well as maintaining the 

same conditions to undertake a study, initially is obtained by 

removing outliers detected by one of the statistical criteria, such as 

Grubbs test. 

In the measurement of high-value items, or having to use 

destructive methods, the experiment is carried out usually for no 

more than 4 or 5 samples. With such small number of investigated 

objects it is very likely that one may obtain the asymmetry 

experimental data, i.e. that the maximum and/or minimum value 

will be considered as outlier, even if the data come from the same 

general population and are received in similar conditions, that is, 

when in fact they are within acceptable limits. When the purpose 

of the study is to determine the assessment of the sample data 

dispersion from the center of their grouping (e.g. the mean value), 

it usually that outlying data are excluded. However the small 

number of elements in the sample changes the value of 

measurement result and significantly decreases its standard 

deviation. But uncertainty of this deviation increases. 

 

6. Test of data homogeneity conditions 
 

In the comparative measurements as first it should be 

determined the relationship between the standard deviations sval 

and sref of measurement results from the controlled and reference 

laboratory for a single series of homogeneous data. Verification of 

the homogeneity conditions of tests in both laboratories is carried 

out on the basis of Fisher criterion. Calculated is the ratio 
22
reflva s/sF   and then compared with the critical value FCR from 

tables of Fisher distribution for assumed probability P (usually 

0.95) and the number of degrees of freedom νval and νref for 

measurements performed in both laboratories [4]. It is assumed 

that the general population of these results can be modeled by 

normal distribution. 

Such verification of the laboratory proficiency based on 

measurements of a sample of only four elements is considered. 

The measurements of the same sample were performed in the 

controlled laboratory and in the reference one. In the controlled 

laboratory the values were obtained: x1=70.1, x2=73.0, x3=75.8, 

x4=103.0. 

These are marked in Figure 4 by vertical bars. Curve 1 shows a 

normal distribution for the results of this sample. The Student 

distribution can be also determined. The measurements of the 

same sample in the reference laboratory gave the following 

results: x1=70.1, x2=73.0, x3=75.8, x4=79.0. 

The standard deviations calculated for the results in this two 

laboratories are respectively sval=15.20 and sref =3.81, and the 

Fisher ratio F = 10.30. Since this value is greater than the critical 

value FCR = 9.28, then from the obtained experimental data it was 

found that dispersions of the measurements of the sample in both 

laboratories are quite significantly different, i.e. they are not 

uniform, although they are derived from the same population. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.  Probability distributions for different methods of estimation. 1 - for sample 

originally obtained from measurements in the verified laboratory; 2 - after 

exclusion of x4 as a pseudo-outlier data by Grabbs test; 3 - after application  

of an robust iterative algorithm with winsorisation of data x4 

 

Using the Grubbs test for values of the controlled laboratory 

data is obtained that the value x4=103 is the outlier and should be 

eliminated from further statistical analysis. After removing x4 the 

inequality F<FCR is already fulfilled, and estimates of two 

variances can be considered homogeneous. So the other three 

experimental data obtained are under repeatability conditions and 

meet the standards laid down in the control procedure of 

laboratory. According to the recommendations contained in [2], 

one can now proceed to evaluate the accuracy of the results of  

a controlled laboratory. However, after eliminating the outlier, in 

the further statistical analysis the "truncated" sample is eliminated, 

which significantly reduces the accuracy of the audit results. Due 

to the Appendix E1 of GUM [1], the relative standard deviation of 

uncertainty for sample of 4 elements from 42% increases to 52% 

for the sample of 3 items. Thus, the reliability of the test of  

a professional proficiency level of controlled laboratory is very 

low. Moreover, too good idea that value of standard deviation 

(SD) used for assessment of the reproducibility of the 

measurements in a controlled laboratory is small -see distribution 

2 in Figure 4. 

In this work we proposed to increase the statistical reliability of 

the identification of parameters for the samples of a small number 

of elements by application of the robust statistics. In this way, the 

standard deviation sval = *
ms )(  was estimated on the basis of all 

experimental data obtained. It reflects the value of the sample 

standard deviation of repeated measurements in the tested 

laboratory. Value x4=103.0 may in fact belong to the same 

population as other data of the sample, and it was wrongly 

qualified as outlier due to asymmetry of this small size sample.  

Curve 3 in Figure 4 represents the probability distribution of the 

experimental data set based on the standard deviation of the 

designated algorithm for a sample of data obtained in a controlled 

laboratory. In [8] it is shown that the distribution is very close to 3 

for the distribution of the population. This robust method can be 

used to assess proficiency level of the tested laboratory. 

 

7. Determining limits of extreme deviations 
 

The next task is to set limit values for such maximum deviations 

of experimental data of the sample from tested laboratory for 

which they will have to be considered as a homogeneous with the 

sample obtained from measurements of the same quantity in the 

reference laboratory. It should be taken into account that 

estimation of the standard deviation of measurements made in the 
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reference laboratory is also made on a sample with a small number 

of elements. This objective will start also from the numerical 

simulation experiment. The analysis is carried out on a example 

set of four data generated from a population with a normal 

distribution. They have a mean μ = 75.0 and standard deviation 

σ=12.500. The limit value of single outlier of a 4-element sample 

for which the conditions of the controlled and reference laboratory 

can be treated as homogeneous should be determined. In data of 

the tested laboratory the value of x4 observation is increased by 

steps in the range (; +3). The results obtained by passing from 

the absolute value of the sample data to the distance R1=xnx1 and 

R2=xnxn-1 between them will be generalized. As a measure to 

characterize the mutual position of the sample components we will 

use the relation R2/R1, called scatter factor. Table 3 lists the input 

data of the experiment simulated the changes of x4 in the range up 

to (μ + 3σ) = 112.5. 

 
Tab. 3. Data of measurements in both laboratories 

 

Data symbol 
Values in 

 reference laboratory 

Values in  

controlled laboratory 

1x  
70.1 70.1 

2x  
73.0 73.0 

3x  
75.8 75.8 

4x  79.0 
113.0 

81.0 … 113.0 

 

The measurement process in the reference laboratory is 

organized more professionally, so sref is usually less than sval and 

does not exceed 1/3 of the standard deviation sN established for 

this control procedure of laboratory.  

For the four results obtained from the reference laboratory the 

standard deviation sref = 3.81. Since determination of the standard 

deviation of the tested laboratory is based on the MAD, so to 

present results of both laboratory on the same scale MAD = 2.85 

of the reference laboratory is also used to calculate its standard 

deviation. Standard Deviation (SD) for data of the reference 

laboratory determined by using the median assessment from (3) is 

 

754.585,2019.2ˆ refs  

 

In the simulation experiment for the each step of х4 calculated is 

the standard deviation s*val of controlled laboratory data by the 

above-described iterative algorithm. Also the coefficient Fischer F 

and scatter factor R2/R1 are calculated. Obtained results are shown 

in Figure 5. For the four element sample the critical Fisher factor 

is Fcr=9.28. For comparison, also the coefficients F' obtained from 

the variance of the tested laboratory data calculated by the 

standard procedure with outliers [12] are also given. Presented in 

Figure 5 results of simulation experiment show that by the 

standard method to evaluate the outliers data using Fisher criterion 

the maximum permissible value of the outlier occurs is x4= 96. 

Then it should be in the range of (μ+1,66σ). On the other hand the 

application of the robust procedure to estimate the variance of 

laboratory measurements leads to the conclusion that in studies 

conducted in controlled laboratory the single outlier values up to 

x4 =104, i.e. (μ+2,30σ). becomes permissible. The position of the 

maximum element of the sample can thus be (μ+3σ). 

Above calculations show that the use of robust method of the 

iterative algorithm to estimate the standard deviation of the 

measurements performed in controlled laboratory can reduce the 

likelihood of misuse, i.e. underestimation of the level of 

professionalism of this laboratory. The value of ratio R2/R1= 0.827 

becomes an indicator of the existence of outliers in the sample 

data and can be used as an indicator of the laboratory 

professionalism. This can be used in practice. Figure 5 shows the 

simulated results of the experiment for the case when sref = 4.16.  

Figure 5 shows also that the data can be considered to be 

homogeneous on the basis of the variance, if R2/R1<(0.820 ... 

0.824), and the value of the element x4 extreme case is in the range 

(μ+3σ)=112.5. Maximum value x4 at which the sample can be still 

considered as resulting from tests carried out in homogeneous 

conditions is x4max=106. For the conventional approach x4max = 98. 

If the variance of the results obtained in the laboratory is estimated 

by the reference standard input procedures, the decision will be 

taken about the heterogeneity at lower x4. This may result in 

incorrect classification of the inspected laboratory proficiency 

level. Thus, on the basis of the results obtained in considered 

examples it can be concluded that the use of robust statistical 

procedure allows you to take the right decision about the 

uniformity of measurements conducted in a controlled laboratory, 

the outlier value is 0.64 larger than standard deviation (SD) 

allowed for the designation by the conventional procedure. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.  Values of Fisher factor obtained by standard and robust methods  

of estimation SD of measurements in the verified laboratory (sref = 4.16) 

 

A similar experiment simulated was carried out for a sample of 

five elements. It uses the same general population sample as 

measured with four items. Sample were examined with the 

following initial data: x1= 70.1, x2= 73.0, x3= 75.8, x4= 79.0, 

x5=81.0. 

Based on these data it can be concluded that according to the 

Fisher test the sample was considered to be homogeneous when 

R2/R1 is in the range (0.782 ... 0.789). Indeed x5 value does not 

exceeds the range (μ+3σ). 

The distinguishing characteristic of this particular sample of five 

elements is that the standard deviation of the evaluation carried 

out by the method of robust iterative algorithm converges and 

amounting to s* = 12.01. It is quite close to the value of the 

standard deviation for the whole population, σ = 12.5. 

 

8. Summary 
 

The rescaled median deviation method given in section 2, is 

very simple but it does not gives correct results when the outlier is 

far from the rest of the data. This is particularly evident for the 

low number of samples. 

Iterative method of section 3 is more complicated, but easier to 

automate the algorithm. With the introduction of the threshold ±cσ 

decreasing sensitivity to data outliers, oriented is mainly to 

determine robust assessment of uncertainty. 

Carried out in section 5.3 analysis showed the usefulness of the 

application of two criteria iterative robust method resistant to 

determine the statistical parameters of samples with a small 

number of data when they are taken from the general population 

of the assumed normal distribution, but include the results 

significantly different from the others. It allows you to more 

objectively assess the value of the result and the accuracy of the 

test methods. 

Occurring in the numerical example the differences between 

statistical assessments of the accuracy of tested measuring method 

obtained in individual laboratories and the uncertainty due to the 

whole inter-laboratory experiment can be used as a basis for an 

objective analysis of the actual state of the organization of the 

measurement process. It gives also any information how to carry 

on the activities mainly in these two laboratories, where outliers 

have been removed.  
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The analysis shows that for the evaluation of results presented in 

controlled laboratories, should take into account the number of 

samples obtained for the investigated objects. When a sample is of 

a small number of items, to evaluate the performance of results 

you can use the robust method of an iterative process of data with 

winsorisation of outliers. In this case received is a much smaller 

variance and greater credibility than from the estimation obtained 

from the standard methods. 

Improper use of indicators to assess the level of accuracy of 

measurements in the tested laboratory can lead to both the 

incredible data obtained from the experimental results of this 

laboratory as well as to non-proper assessment of the degree of 

professionalism in proficiency testing for accreditation and 

periodic inspection of this laboratory. 
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